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John R. Rice
Division of Mathematical Sciences
Purdue University
CSD-TR 288
September 12. 1978.
ABSTRACT
.We study the programming effort for problem solving in the context of partial
differential equations. Three alternatives are considered: (l) Using ELLPACK. a
problem statement language. (2) Writing a control program for a set of powerful
library routines. (3) Programming the entire solution i"n Fortran. The measures
of programming effort used are (1) lines of code needed, (2) number of operators
and operands used and (3) elementary mental discriminations required. The latter
two measures are from Halstead1s software science methodology. The conclusions
reached are:
A.
B.

Using a powerful library increases programming productivity by a
factor of iO compared to programming the solution in Fortran.
Using a problem statement language increases programming productivity
by a factor of 100 to 500 compared to programming the solution in.
Fortran.
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"PROGRAMM.ING EFFORT" ANALYSIS OF THE ELLPACK LANGUAGE
John R. Rice
Division of Mathematical Sciences
Purdue University

ELLPACK is a problem statement language and system for elliptic partial
differential equations (POEs) which is implemented by a Fortran preprocessor.
ElLPACKls principal purpose is as a tool for the performance evaluation of
software. However. we use it here as an example with which to study the
IIprograllVl1ing effort" required for problem solving.

It is obv';ous that

problem statement languages can reduce programming effort tremendously; our

goal is to quantify this somewhat.

We do this by analyzing the lengtl.., and

effort (as measured by Halstead' 5 I1 software sc1ence IJ technique) of various

approaches to solving these problems.

A simple ELLPACK program is shown below to illustrate the nature of
the ELLPACK language. Space does not allow a description of the language
but it is somewhat self explanatory. See [2] and [3] for further details.

•

ELLPACK 77 - EX..:lHPLE 4 FOR SIGN\JI1 CONFERENCE

EQUATION.
2 DIHE~~IONS
uxx~ +S.UVV! -4.UYS +(DUBSCX)-3.)U = EXP(X+V).DUBSeX).C2./(1.+X)-1.)

BOUND.

)( -

(j.0

V • 1.0

• U • TRUE(O.O.V)

, UVa EXP(!.+X)*SORTCDUB9(X)/2.)

X· EXPel.) • u • TRUEC2.7182818284S.V)
Y • 0.0
• MIXED. Cl.+X)U Cl.+X)UV • 2.wEXPCX)
GRID•
UNIFORM X • 5
S
UNIFORM Y • 7
DISCRETIZATIONC!).
S-POINT STAR
DIS(2) .
P3-Cl COLLOCATION
INDEXCl).
NATURAL.
INDEX(2) .
COLLOCATE BAND
SOL.
BAND SOLUE
OUTPUTeS).
MAX-ERROR
I
MAX-RESIDUAL
CUTPUHSS) •
TABLECS.S)-U
SEQUENCE.
DISC 1) 9: INDEXC 1) $ SOLUTION S OUTPUTCB}
DI5(2) $ INDEX(2) $ SOLUTION t OUTPUT(B}
OUTPUTCSS)
OPTIONS.
MEMORY s LEUEL~2
FORTRAN.
FUNCTION TRUECX,Y)
TRUE E EXP(X+V)~e!.o+X)
RETURN

•

END

FUNCTION DUBSeT)
DUBS • 2.~el.+T) ••2
RETURN

END.

END
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A ~roblem solution wtth the ELLPACK system goes through three principal
stages: (1) the ELLPACK language input is read by a Fortran preprocessor
whtch writes a Fortran Control Program. (2) The Control Program is compiled.
(3) The Control Program object deck Is loaded along with modules from the
ElLPACK library which implement steps in the solution of the POE. We compare
the programming effort for each of these steps. i.e. (1) An ELLPACK statement
of the POE problem to be solved and method to be used. (2) Preparation of
the Control Program. assuming familiarity with the module library and (3)
Programming the entire solution in Fortran,
Three measures af programming effort are used: lines of code, total
number of operators and operands and Ueffort measured by thousands of
~lementary mental discriminations. The latter two measures are part of Halstead's
"software science" presented In [1]. This is an empirical method to define and
relate various program parameters to the effort required to write the ptograms.
While we do not attempt to explain this method. it Is very plausible that the
total number of operators and operands in a program is mare directly related to
the complexity of a program than the number of lines of Fortran. Two shortcomings of the met~od for this application is that it ignores declarations and
and I/O statements and the mechanism for measuring the effort estimates for a set
of tfghtly integrated subroutines is underestimated. However, the measurements are
good enough for the present purposes where only rough accuracy is needed.
We consider 10 example problems and present the data N=total number of
operators and operands, L=total lines of code (including comments in the Fortran
modules, most of which are weTl commented) C=code complexity measured by number
of operators and operands per line, and E~programmfng effort in 1000's of
elementary mental discriminations as defined by Halstead. For each problem we
have data for the ELLPACK language (labeled ELPKh the Control Program (labeled
Control) and the set of library subroutines used (labeled Modules).
ll

1
. PROllIEM7
3
PROB!I1f4
ELPK Control Modules ELPK Control Modules ELPK Control Modules ELPK Control
Modules
N l-B7 .1793
14.349 103 1331
6632 147 1552 14.203 134 1354
12,671
L 33
3B1
3.852 22
295
1330 27
353
5,348
29
314
3.402
C 5.7
4.7
3.7 4.7
4.5
5.0 5.4
4.4
2.7 4.6 4.3
3.7
E 27 1076
6 425
5
371
4B04 14
B52
4 232 12 614
5 BBI
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PROBLEM 5
PROBLEM 6
M 7
PROBLEM 8
ELPK Control Modu.1es ELPK Control Modules ELPK PRuBLE
Control Modules ELPK Control Modules
IJOO
10,~ IJ
1,261
L '~g '~g~
2S18 '~~
336
5,35 '~f '~~~ ~5~¥
'~~
'~g~
2,14
C .. 2.8
4. 1
3,8 3.0
4.0
2.6 2.5
4.4
3.3
3.5
4.1
3.4
E 8
385
5.306 12
587
3 784 11
444 2771
6 394
2 211
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ELPK
L 1~~
C 2.9
E
6

pRuBLEM 9
~KOBLE~ to
Control Modules ELPK Control Modules
1283 14,134
7997
315
l~~~
3,937
2517
4.1
3.6 .8 4.7
3.2
503
6 739
4 390
3243

In

There are consid erabl e varfatfons' among thes~ examples but
there is also an obvious
trend of great ly increased "length"' from stage to. stage . no
matter hCJ"l :t is
measured. The programmi n9 effor t E shoul d incre ase faste r
than the nll,mer of 1i nes •
but it does not a.lways' do so because of the inabi lity· of the
software scien ce
method to completely account for the use of modularity in implem
enting an algorithm.

Comparing the Control and ModUles data should be representative of
the compari-

son of using or not using·'a librar y of powerful subro utines
. We see that the ratios.
of effor t range from 6 to 15- with 10 as' an averaae. the ratio
s of lines range from

6 to 17 with 11 as an average. Thus we conclude tha~at least in the
context of
solving POEs. the use of a librar y increases pro9ramming productivit
y by a facto r
of 10. It may well increase it more and the quali ty of the resul ts
will be
improved if the librar y is good.
Comparing the ELPK and Control data should measure the value of a
problem

statement language compared to using a libra ry.

The ratio s of effor t range from

40 to 100 with 60 as an average and the ratios of lines range from
3 to 13 with 9
as an average. We thus conclude that using an ELLPACK type preprocess
or increases
programming productivity by a facto r of 10 to 50.
We also conclude' that using this prepr ocesso r instea d of writin
g the programs
frdm scratc h reduces programming effor t by a facto r of betwee
n 100 and 500.
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